
  

 
We will be focussing on reading whereby we will learn to unpick the information given 
to us in a text. We will learn to summarise a paragraphs and texts and highlight the 
key points. We will be reading Percy Jackson and learning about Greek myths and 
legends.  
 
We will then be planning and writing our own greek myths and legends. We will be 
using descriptive vocabulary and choosing language for effect. We will then look at 
appropriate structures and layouts for a story. We will be considering the audience 
and purpose throughout our writing, considering our reader throughout our work.  

  

We will be learning about circulation and 
how our heart and lungs work.  
 
Animals including humans 
 
Identify and name the main parts of the human 
circulatory system, and describe the functions 
of the heart, blood vessels and blood. 
 
Recognise the impact of diet, exercise, drugs 
and lifestyle on the way their bodies function.  
 

In DT we will be enjoying a 
week of ‘DT’ and we will be 
focussing on food 
technology. We will be 
planning and creating our 
own dishes. Whilst doing this 
, we will learn about food 
preparation and hygiene. We 
will also peer evaluate our 
work.  

In French the class topic is 'Cafes'. Pupils will be 
learning to ask for drinks, snacks and ice creams 
and will use the perfect tense to say what they 
and  others have eaten or drunk. They will revise 
the use of the euro with simple prices. To link in with 
their class topic of the Greeks, they will also learn 
the French for some typical Greek food and drink. 

In games we will be developing the range and 
consistency of our skills in specific net games. 
We will be using our knowledge of basic 
principles of attack and defence.  
 
In dance we will be creating and developing 
our own routines. We will build on our 
communication skills and work together.  

We will be continuing to learn  about 
the internet and how search 
engines work. We will start to 
understand how to use the internet 
as a source of information and will 
develop the skills needed to 
research.  

In geography we will be learning about 
where Greece is in the world. We will be 
learning about the physical features (such 
as the landscape) and human features 
(such as population). We will also make 
comparisons with climate and weather to 
that in the UK.  
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Exciting beginnings / 
events/ theme days/ 

trips / visitors 
 

Greek day 
Olympics 

 

 
Text, videos, music, 
pictures to ensure 

experiences of rich and 
varied literary heritage 

 
 

 Percy Jackson 
 

 

Major outcomes for the topic: St Swithun’s Olympics 

 

PSHE / British Values 
 

  

In maths we will be learning about the properties of 2D  and 3D shapes. We will be learning 
to translate, reflect and rotate shapes across four planes in a quadrant. We will also be 
learning to scale up and down as well as apply scaling to ratio. We will continue our learning 
on area and perimeter and will extend our knowledge to be able to find the volume of a 3D 
shape.  
 
We will continue to use written methods for the four operations and apply our knowledge of 
calculations to mental methods. We will then apply what we have been learning to word 
problems and reasoning questions and start to answer more open ended investigations. 

Our topic is ‘Greeks’ and 
during this we will be 
learning about Ancient 
Greece. We will learn about 
key events within a timeline 
and we will discover what it 
would mean to live in 
Ancient Greece (the jobs, 
foods, clothes, education 
etc). We will be choosing 
our own lines of enquiry to 
follow up with research.  

We will be composing music for the 
Gods, practising our Pythagorus 
scales, finding out about the 
instruments used in Ancient Greece 
and singing songs related to the 
topic. . 

During art this term we will look at a range of 
examples of Greek urns and be designing and 
creatuing our very own Greek urn. We will plan 
the shapes and learn to use tools to manipulate 
clay. We will then create an urn and when it is 
dry, decorate it in traditional Greek colours with 
traditional designs.  

In PSHE we will 
looking at 
friendships, 
transition to 
secondary school 
and living and 
growing in relation to 
changes.   

In RE we will be studying Easter and 
developing an understanding of the 
symbolism of Easter, as well as the 
beliefs that lie behind it.  
 
We will also be learning about 
Sikhism as another faith.  


